802.16p Opening Report

• Since Session #74:
  • Baseline Document Split
    • 802.16Rev3 (802.16+most amendments)
    • 802.16.1 (802.16m)
  – 802.16p AWDs to match
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• **Plan for the week:**
  • Comment Resolution
    • SRD, Rev3AWD, 16.1AWD
  • Work Plan, Schedule
    • Re-visit Functionality Matrix
    • New PARs

• **Closing Plenary:**
  • AWD(s) LB
    • examine each separately
  • new PARs for split documents
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- **Comment Resolution**
  - Rev3AWD:
    - 110 comments, 79 are Technical
  - 16.1AWD:
    - 81 comments, all are Technical
  - SRD:
    - 6 comments, all are Technical